Cross-Platform Software
Localization Tip Sheet

Key benefits

44 Save costs
44 Avoid technical problems
44 Avoid pitfalls and streamline

A primary concern for app developers is how best to manage
string localization across multiple platforms. These six short tips
will guide you through planning, implementing, and maintaining a
solid strategy for doing just that.
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Save costs by leveraging your strings across
platforms
In many cases, your strings will be very similar across each
platform your app has been developed for. The common
concern is that these similar strings, say in an iOS .strings
file and an Android .xml file, would need to be translated
“from scratch” two times. This is a misconception. Industrystandard translation memory (TM) tools and technology
make it simple to translate a string once and leverage it
across all other files where it appears the same.

Avoid technical problems by defining QA
procedures with your language service provider
(LSP)
Incorrect encoding and improper character escapement will
only cause delays when you start getting parsing errors on
your side. It’s worth discussing your file types with your LSP as
early as possible to ensure that they can plan and implement
the necessary QA procedures. There are both manual and
automated QA processes available that can ensure files are
valid and ready to be compiled into your build environment
following delivery.

Avoid pitfalls and streamline processes by
integrating your LSP into your release schedule
as early as possible
Let’s say you have three simultaneous releases planned for
iOS, Android and Windows platforms. In many cases, the LSP
is brought in when your team approaches the final leg of their
release schedule. Though it’s true that translation can only
begin once the app has been built and user-facing content
has been pulled into the platform-specific resource files,
earlier integration of your LSP can play a crucial role.
Before you enter the translation phase of your schedule,
discuss how your LSP can prepare CAT tool filter
configurations for various file types, run pseudotranslations
for your developers to test, and identify areas where character
length limitations could be an issue.

specific gestures and features that are native to this platform.
App users will likely be used to the common terminology that
is applied for their preferred OS. Your developers are of course
well aware of these in the source language; however, it’s a good
idea to look into standard platform-specific terminology for
each of your target languages.
Your LSP should be ready and waiting to help put together
any glossary and reference material that will assist
translators. A good example is Windows’ Live Tiles. If your app
refers to these, and you’re looking to translate into German
and French, you’ll want to be sure that “Live-Kacheln” and
“Vignettes dynamiques” are used!

Save time by integrating the translation process
into your own workflow and environment
API integration can be a great time saver for the translation
phase of your release schedule. Your team of developers can
use API requests to set up projects, specify source and target
languages, and set deadlines in Milengo’s LanguageDesk
platform.
As soon as your strings files are ready in your own build
environment, Milengo will pick them up and start translating.
After completion, the file is returned straight back to the same
location. This allows the translation process to keep pace with
your own development schedule.

Stay organized by employing a comprehensive
TM management strategy
Industry-standard TM tools allow users to apply specific
attributes to each translated segment. This makes it possible
to create one global TM for all of your translated files and
have each string marked with its corresponding platform
and user-defined status. By doing so, you can achieve better
management of which translations are being leveraged for
given files and really make the most of these powerful tools.
As you translate more, these attributes will have increasingly
noticeable benefits, playing a crucial role in the targeted
leverage of existing translations across multiple platforms.

Improve quality and accuracy by considering
platform-specific terminology
Different platforms will have their own UI terminology. The way
an iOS app might describe a user action could relate to the
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